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The Point hours of operation
7:00am – 9:00pm
Open 7 days a week.

ABOUT OUR COVER
2022 marks the 100th anniversary of
CC Young! That means 100 years
serving seniors!
Each month in 2022 the Lifestyle Guide will
showcase moments and information from
the last 100 years! This month we highlight
100 Years of Transportation
For a while now automobiles have been
synonymous with freedom and
independence. For most, it is no longer a
luxury, it’s an integral part of our lives, a
necessity. Because we have cars to drive
we can choose where to live and work. Our
friendships are no longer limited by the
geographic location of our homes, and we
are more able to avail ourselves of near
and distant pleasures. The evolution of
Transportation has improve our quality of
life in the last 100 years.

THE POINT
AND PAVILION
Our 20,000 square foot
center of life enrichment is
the cornerstone for
CC Young’s vision to
enhance the lives of seniors
on our campus and in our
community. The Point is a
destination for ages 55 and
better to flourish in body,
mind and spirit.
The Point includes an art
gallery, auditorium, movie
theater, fitness center,
library, café, meeting and
classroom space.

The Point offers a full
calendar of enriching
activities, workshops,
courses, concert
performances, a rotating art
exhibit and much more.
The Pavilion and Central
Park serve as our outdoor
entertainment area and
gathering space. It is the
perfect place to relax, spend
time with family members,
fellow residents, dine, read,
or enjoy one of our many
special events.

Stay tuned for more special events
throughout 2022 as we celebrate the 100th
anniversary of CC Young!

OUR MISSION

To foster premier environments where every life
at every age is valued and enriched.

OUR VISION

To enhance the quality of life for all
we serve.

Call 972-638-8795 to sign up for
classes or open swim time.

SAVE THE DATE

The Point
Auditorium

Refreshments will be
provided
• Course listings will be
available
• Open to CC Young
residents, Terraces
Priority members, and
Point members
• An additional Info
Session that is open to
the public will be held
on Friday, August 19.
at 10am.
•

Senior Life Ministry
In the tradition of Rev. Christopher Conley Young,
our Senior Life Ministry Team offers a variety of
pastoral care services for our residents, families
and all team members. We provide opportunities
for spiritual growth at every age and every
circumstance.
Contact Senior Life Ministry
Rev. Mike Nichols: 469-400-2858
mnichols@ccyoung.org
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THE INTERSECTION OF
ART & WRITING
Brian Parman, Director The Point & Pavilion
August 2022
Art & writing have the
power to tell stories and
to transport us out of our
element, giving each of
us the opportunity to
escape, see, feel, and
dream of anything we
want.

aware of a feeling that may not be unfamiliar
to us but which we did not actively focus on
before. This transformative experience is
what art is constantly seeking.

There have been
multiple projects that our
team has collaborated on
over the past year to
Artists literally paint pictures with their
create experiences like
brushes. However, writers paint pictures too.
this for our residents,
The only difference is that while an artist usfamily members, staff
es a paint brush a writer’s only tool is his or
members and the greater
her words. Writing has completely changed
community at large to
the world around us. It changes the way we commemorate our Centennial Celebration.
view ourselves and how we communicate
The most recent was the opening of the
with others. Because of writing, you can
Aver-Phillips Art Gallery in The Vista this
share your ideas with people and express
past month. The work to create this gallery
your passion for changing the world.
space has been a labor of love that began
well before the first shovel broke ground for
construction, some five years ago, and well
before the before the torch was passed to
me to curate and hang the show you see on
the walls today, “Young at HeART”

Whether it is a song, a play, a poem, a
novel, or painting, most of us know the
feeling of being moved by a work of art.
When we are touched, we are moved; we
are transported to a new place that is,
nevertheless, strongly rooted in a physical
experience, in our bodies. We become

Denise Aver-Phillips,
former Vice President of
Community Outreach for
CC Young and her
husband Steven, had
the vision to transform
what would be a high
traffic corridor in The Vista into something
much bigger and more impactful than
moving people from point “a” to point “b” by
intentionally creating a gallery space – a
destination to motivate, move and inspire.

As the first pieces of
art were set out to
hang, the ordinary
hallway quickly came
to life, with lots of foot
traffic including
residents, staff, family
members and guests.
It was invigorating to me as I observed their
physical appearances change and listened to
the chatter, anticipation, joy and excitement
about the transformation that was taking
place. CC Young Resident Donna Rush
was carefully admiring the watercolor
painting created by Mary Anne Whittle and
announced gleefully that she saw herself as
the girl by the sea as she copied her pose.
It was special moment that made my heart
sing!
What the two of us experienced is proof of
the positive impact that creative arts have in
a healthcare settings and programs to
improve healthcare outcomes and quality of
life. In fact, creative arts in healthcare programs and creative art therapies have been
applied to an array of health issues – from
post-traumatic stress disorder, mental health
issues, chronic illness, Alzheimer’s and
Dementia, Neurological disorders, and
physical disabilities to improve patients’
overall outcomes, treatment compliance and
quality of life.
As you review the fifty plus pages of our
monthly Active Senior Lifestyle Guide, you’ll
begin to understand the commitment
CC Young has to provide a variety of quality
experiences for our residents, family
members, staff and community providing
both in-person and virtual experiences via
our campus television broadcast channel at
The Point and various locations throughout
our campus for the enjoyment of residents,
resident family and Point and community
members alike.

This month we take in art and writing entries
for the 22nd Annual Spirit Is Ageless Art &
Writing Contest. This contest is truly the
intersection of art and writing with 15
categories to enter including a special
category on Master Works in honor of our
featured speaker, Dr. Laura Evans.
Laura Evans is a Distinguished
Teaching Professor of Art
Education and the
Coordinator of the Art Museum
Education Certificate at the
University of North Texas in
Denton, Texas. She has a
special interest in art crime:
thefts, fakes, and forgeries. She lectures
about art crime on cruise ships that sail the
high seas.
For our team it’s one of the most exciting
times of the year and like homecoming
bringing friends, artists, art lovers and family
members to campus to celebrate creativity.

We look forward with great anticipation for
in-take of entries for this year’s show and the
chance to bringing friends, artists, authors
together. Art & Writing in-take take place
Tuesday, Aug. 23 and Wednesday, Aug. 24.
The in-person awards program is on
Friday, October 28, 2022 at 2:00pm here at
The Point Auditorium. We look forward to
seeing you there!

By Russell Crews
President and CEO
August 2022
Our centennial year continues as we ease nearer to fall!
We celebrated a milestone On July 21, 2022, with the
opening and dedication of The Aver-Phillips Art Gallery on
The Vista’s second floor. As part of the capital campaign
for The Vista, this gallery was a gift from our former
employee, Denise Aver-Phillips and her husband Steve,
who believe that art pushes people to see, think and feel
in many ways. Their vision to create a space to display art
and expose art to the community has transformed the
Bistro area to a destination location for residents, families,
team members, visitors and guests to view art and
celebrate artists. The actual launch of this gallery was
delayed due to our last two years of COVID protocols.
In actuality, though, the timing was perfect to include its
dedication and the reception with our other centennial
festivities this year. Thanks to Denise and Steve, this gallery will be an asset for all of us for
many years to come. Plan on visiting the gallery in August and September to experience
artwork from 16 contributing artists in multiple modalities.

candidate.

On another note, I am very pleased to announce to you the inception of a
new nursing scholarship which has been set up by our Body, Mindy and
Spirit Foundation Board of Directors. This scholarship is given in memory of
Ifeoma Ude, our former Director of Nursing for The Vista. Ifeoma contracted
a rare and fatal disease and left this world earlier this year. Her story and her
advancement through CC Young are remarkable. Her illness and loss at
such a young age still reverberate with all who knew her. This scholarship is
a way for CC Young to honor her memory and achievements while passing
on opportunity for advancement via higher education to another worthy

Many of the things we do as an organization are highly visible on campus. There are many
more initiatives that are less visible. The two items referenced above are an example of each.

Village Update
By Jen Griffin
Vice President, Engagement
August 2022
This month’s theme is 100 Years of
Transportation! I have a distinct connection
with this topic due to my stint with American
Airlines in my early 40’s.

On any day, I could decide to fly “stand
by” and go somewhere. I could plan
my month with any days off I chose. I
could pick any trip I wanted, any
location I wanted, any time I wanted.
As long as I flew the required flight
hours, the rest was up to me.

Since my first flight in the fourth grade, I
was intrigued with flying and travel. My
college roommate graduated and went to
work for Braniff Airlines. She was flying to
Europe and even flew multiple trips on the
Concorde! While I was envious of her path
and experiences, I took another postgraduate route. Nonetheless, being a flight
attendant remained on my bucket list until
the time was right. When it all came
together, I was thrown into a whirlwind
experience with 7-weeks of training in
Dallas followed by an immediate move to
Freedom with transportation can also
NYC. It was crazy and exciting and
come in something as simple as a
exhausting and cool.
‘road trip’ with the right folks. I can
think of several examples – even as far
I was (and continue to back as elementary school – where
be) astonished by the setting out on a trip put me in a joyous,
immensity of the
adventurous frame of mind, open to
airline industry. From whatever might come my way.
what I learned in my
limited experience with
the airline industry, I
have the same respect
and awe for the
immensity of other transportation-specific
industries involving buses, trains, and
boats. The logistics involved are
mind-boggling! And each industry has had Read through the article on pages 38
to develop its own language for operations and 39 and I bet you will be flooded
and processes. [Side note: My best friend with memories involving transportation.
is one of the smartest people I know and is Whether good, bad, or ugly, we all
also a seasoned traveler. When I was with have those memories of significant
AA, even she was struggling with some of events in our lives where
the terminology I used about scheduling
transportation is in the forefront. When
and operations. I learned so much! It was you look back, you can be as
CRAZY good exposure!]
astonished as I am at how far we’ve
come in transportation in the last 100
And yet, do you want to know the thing I
years! Just imagine what the next 100
most associate with transportation and
years will bring!
working for American Airlines? Freedom.
‘Jetson’s’ anyone??

Learn More about Team CC Young!

CCY Transportation

Inspired Giving

Mrs. Moss, pictured with her
Submitted by Katie Menzer,
son in 1974, was an
CC Young Senior Director of Development.
elementary school teacher in
the coastal area towns of
Charlotte Baumetz Moss was only a teenager when
Ingleside and Channelview.
she heard Reverend Christopher Conley Young
Onie Burnett said that her
speak about his dream of building a place for older
aunt was smart and creative,
adult women and mothers who needed a home.
making her own decorations
for her classrooms. She died
The Methodist minister’s words, however, stuck with
in 1975, and her son James
her for her entire life. She went to college, married, held onto those classroom decorations throughout
raised a child and had a 43-year career as a
his life.
schoolteacher, but before she died at the age of 70,
she asked her son to sell the family’s farm after his James Moss, was a trained pilot in the U.S. Navy,
death and donate the proceeds to CC Young.
serving in Korea and Japan. After his military
service, he lived in Richardson and worked at Texas
“Sometimes when you put a mark on a child, it
Instruments as a technical writer. When he died
carries their whole life,” said Onie Burnett,
about 40 years after his mother, he remembered
Mrs. Moss’ niece.
her wish and included her request of supporting
CC Young in his estate plan.
Mrs. Moss’ generous gift has assisted with the
general operations of our beautiful campus on West “He was one to keep his word to his mother,”
Lawther Drive. Although CC Young was built on
Onie Burnett said.
Reverend Young’s vision, it is our community of
residents, staff, partners, neighbors and donors who We’re all so grateful to Charlotte and James Moss
have kept his dream alive for a century. Estate gifts and Onie Burnett for making the gift possible and
from our organization’s supporters can be an
helping to sustain our mission!
essential part of ensuring CC Young’s nonprofit
mission continues for generations.
Please reach out to Katie Menzer, CC Young’s
Senior Director of Development, if you have any
Planned giving is often easier than many people
questions about planned giving.
think. A simple sentence in a will may be enough to She can be reached at 214-613-1420 or
leave a gift. There are multiple ways to give,
kmenzer@ccyoung.org.
including insurance policies, property, investments
and more. You can learn more about the process
on CC Young’s website at ccyoung.planmygift.org.
Mrs. Moss grew up in the small town of Sinton near
Corpus Christi and devoted her professional life to
education. She attended the College of Industrial
Arts, now known as Texas Woman’s University in
Denton, and Texas College of Arts and Industries,
now Texas A&M University, Kingsville, in the 1920s.

August: 100 Years of
Transportation
https://corsia.us/transportation-in-the-united-states-a-brief-history
For a while now automobile has been synonymous with
freedom and independence. For most, it is no longer a
luxury, it’s an integral part of their lives, a necessity.
Because we have cars to drive we can choose where to
live and work. Our friendships are no longer limited by
the geographic location of our homes, and we are more
able to avail ourselves of near and distant pleasures.

The Carriage
Era

The period from the late
17th century, throughout
the first two decades of
the 20th century, is called
by many historians the
“Carriage Era”. The
We praise our cars for the convenience, mobility, and
variety of horse-drawn
comfort they offer, it is something as natural to purchase vehicles was astonishing: elegant private carriages,
and own as food, clothing, and shelter, regardless of
simple and inexpensive buggies, traps, road wagons,
the traffic, pollution, and urban decay it may cause. How- pony carts, and buckboards. Horse railway cars hauled
ever, it hasn’t always been this way.
people for decades before giving way to the electrically
powered streetcar. According to Census data, as late as
1900 Manhattan had 130,000 horses.
Before the 19th century,
But horses were slow. Horse-drawn vehicles traveled at
getting around was an
speeds between 4 -12 miles per hour. They were limited
arduous and exhausting
experience for Americans in range – according to one traffic analyst, on average, a
city horse would fall after 96 miles traveled. In the 1880s,
due to poor road condiin New York City alone the Department of Sanitation was
tions and inadequate
modes of transportation. removing 15,000 dead horses from the streets each year.
In addition, living horses deposited between 800,000 and
Searching for better
1,300,000 of manure each day; therefore, manure
lands, many trudged on
collection presented a substantial burden on municipal
foot for hundreds of miles, dragging crude carts loaded
budgets. Rapidly developing American society needed a
with their scarce possessions. More fortunate pioneers
new mode of transportation to match the progress: faster,
traveled on horseback or in wagons pulled by horses or
cleaner, and more reliable.
oxen.

How it all began

And only a hundred years later, by the beginning of the
20th century, almost a limitless number of transit options
were readily available. In 1910, the United States had
one of the world’s greatest transportation systems:
353,000 miles of railroad tracks connected states and
cities together.

Trains

Americans quickly took
to travel in railroad trains
in the 19th century.
From the founding of the
railroads in the late
1820s, they rapidly
Within cities, a network of electric street railways providspread throughout the
ed efficient transportation. By 1902, electric vehicles pre- nation and became the most influential businesses in
vailed as a preferred mode of transportation. In 1908,
19th century America. Railroads were essential for
Henry Ford introduced the Model T – a widely available
moving people and goods. Train travel became the
and affordable gasoline-powered car that was responsi- fastest mode of transportation offering speeds of up to 15
ble for the downfall of electric vehicles. The new internal – 20 miles per hour, reached the areas that were
combustion engine-driven automobile had finally offered inaccessible before. Trains did not require self-operation,
Americans the freedom they longed for, the freedom to
so passengers could socialize, relax and enjoy the
get out there and explore.
scenery, or even conduct business. By the 1860s,
railroad companies were operating 30,600 miles of track
in the United States.

Despite all the advantages of traveling by train, railroads
were unable to maintain their mass appeal. Passengers
expressed their discontent with strict adherence to
timetables and schedules. Farmers and other shippers
protested monopoly pricing. When the railroad came to a
town, the town would grow. But if for some reason the
railroad changed its route and bypassed a town, the town
would die. Trains were associated with pollution and
urban decay; safety also was an issue given frequent
accidents and boiler explosions. Nevertheless, trains
dominated American long-distance public transportation
through the first two decades of the 20th century.

Bicycles

When the bicycle arrived
in late 1880, Americans
readily embraced it as it
offered great personal
mobility at a low cost.
Compared to horses and
buggies bikes were easy
to store, required no feed,
and little care. The early high-wheeler bicycles with large
front wheels could sometimes be dangerous. But the
development of the “safety bicycle,” with wheels of equal
sizes and chain drive, made it suitable even to the most
cautious of riders. Although bikes still left much to be
desired: could not travel at very high speeds, didn’t cope
well with poor weather conditions, didn’t allow for
transportation of luggage, – many aspects of bicycle
technology were later applied to motorcars: welded steel
tubular construction, chains, sprockets, gears, precision
bearings, wire wheel construction, pneumatic tires, band
brakes, and rack and pinion steering.

Steampowered
vehicles

The earliest example of
the steam-powered
vehicle in the United
States dates back to
1805. Oliver Evans –
inventor and millwright –
built a steam-powered floating dredge. Since his shop
was nowhere near the river, he mounted his dredge on
wheels, built a chain drive to connect the wheels to the
engine, and drove his machine to Delaware’s edge.
Mr.Evans did not conduct any more experiments with
steam-powered vehicles. A few decades later, Sylvester
Roper made a series of lightweight steam road vehicles
with both two and four wheels. He applied existing steam
technology to basic horse-drawn vehicle forms.
Although at first Americans were quite distrustful of the
new invention, by the end of the 19th century everyone
wanted to own a horseless carriage. The steam-powered
car was quiet and needed no transmission. At the same
time, it had its disadvantages. The starting procedure
could be quite complex – sometimes. It would take up to
20 minutes to start a vehicle. It required frequent stops to
add water and refuel, and dirty water could foul boilers.
Many people were also afraid of boiler explosions.

Electric cars

Towards the end of the 19th century, a variety of
inventors in the United States experimented with
electric-powered vehicles. Electric cars quickly became
popular among urban residents – especially women.
They were quiet and easy to start, did not have any gears
to shift, and required little maintenance. The problem with
the electric car was its limited battery life. Consequently,
it meant limited travel distance. Most vehicles could travel
only 25 miles or so between charges, and their top
speeds were usually less than 15 miles per hour.
By the 1920s, the United States had a decent system of
roads connecting cities, and Americans wanted to get out
and explore. However, because electric cars depended
on batteries they were unsuited for long-distance travel
on rough, hilly country roads with no power lines and
access to electricity.

Gasoline-powered cars

In the beginning, many
gasoline-powered cars
were modeled after the
European Mercedes-type
introduced in 1901. With
its 35 horse-power 4cylinder engine,
Mercedes could cruise
at 50 miles per hour over good roads – something that
America lacked. American engineers adapted this
European car to American conditions. Then came the
high-wheeler western buggies, followed by runabouts
offering a more affordable gasoline-powered vehicle. But
Henry Ford’s Model T was the real breakthrough.
Introduced in 1908, the new car blended the size and
performance of the large Mercedes-type cars. The way it
was constructed it did not resist the ruts and bumps of the
American roads but rather flexed with them. By keeping
the car light and using a relatively small 20-horse power
engine Ford was able to get a pretty good performance.
The piece of the puzzle, which contributed to the success
of the Model T, – low manufacturing costs. Between 1908
and 1914 Ford and his engineers introduced drastic
improvements to the Model T.
The great Texas oil strike at Spindletop in 1901 helped
Americans decide in favor of gasoline-powered cars by
ensuring the abundance of cheap gasoline for the
foreseeable future. Oil companies and automakers
cooperated in a symbolic relationship. Widely available
natural resources like iron, steel, wood, copper, brass
also favored the rapid expansion of the gasoline vehicle.
Early auto racing promoted the speed and power of
internal combustion engines. But the most important
reason why more and more Americans were choosing
gasoline-powered cars was the range and sense of
freedom that came with it. Gasoline-powered cars felt
liberating, they equaled independence, promoted family
solidarity, and promised to satisfy the most unquenchable
thirst for adventure. The gasoline-powered vehicle
became an essential part of the American dream, and it is
so to this day.

CC YOUNG 2021
EMPLOYEES OF THE YEAR

Kateesha
Medina
Memory Support

Victoria Briscoe
Therapy

Tonya Simmons
Home Health

Cathy Hefko
Sales &
Marketing

Doreth Swaby
Private Duty
Solutions
David Agbodeka
Maintenance

Michelle Hicks
Dining Services

Kim Lambert
Health Center
Tirsit Mekonnen
Housekeeping

David Spencer
Resident Services

Mary Pat Smith
Hospice
LaCandace Jones
Life Enrichment

Charletha Powell
Assisted Living

Transportation
As we weave technology and the Internet through
our daily lives, we add to our vocabulary. The word
of the day is “disruptor,” and we see that across
various industries; think Amazon, online learning,
digital calendars…and of course no list of disruptors
would be complete without Uber/Lyft/
GoGoGrandparent and other transportation services
often referred to as “ridesharing services.”

The Transportation space (as modernists say…)
includes other service providers, sources that are not
app-based. GoGo Grandparent, AARP, and others
provide access to rides in which reservations are
made using the telephone. Throughout August and
the coming months, as we have in the past, we’ll
introduce you to the world of transportation service
providers and how to access each resource.
In the meantime, find GoGo Grandparent online at
https://welcome.gogograndparent.com/ and AARP’s
Ride@50+, new to the Dallas area, https://
feonix.aarp.org/dallas/index.php?language=English.
Join us at the Point for SRTech classes during the
Month of August and watch for our presentation on
Transportation. We offer a broad selection of
in-person classes covering smartphones, tablets,
computers, and the Internet. We are always
looking to teach relevant new, tech-related topics
and we appreciate your feedback. Email us at
srtech@ccyoung.org with any ideas or special
requests.

Uber and Lyft are popular smartphone apps found on
both the Apple and Android platforms. Both Uber
and Lyft offer transportation-on-demand services
where mobile phone users schedule transportation
using and app and a driver, also using the app,
agrees to the time, destination, and pick-up location.
In addition to providing automotive transportation,
Uber provides food delivery, package delivery,
courier and freight transportation. There is no greater
example of an industry (and lifestyle) disruptor than
Uber and Lyft…and other app-based transportation
services. Remember to always download
smartphone and tablet apps from either the Apple
App Store or the Google Play Store, each found on
your mobile device.

Find SRTech classes at The Point where we offer
a broad selection of in-person classes covering
smartphones, tablets, computers, and the
Internet. We are always looking to teach relevant
new, tech-related topics and we appreciate your
feedback. Email us at srtech@ccyoung.org with
any ideas or special requests

Group Highlight

Dog Days of
Summer

four-legged intruder wanting a pet. When
you have a pet bigger than you are, it is
important to maintain strength, balance and
flexibility. While walking a hound, being
By Ann Sury
aware of my surrounding is extremely
Wellness Instructor
important to avoid tripping or falls. You
asury@ccyoung.org
never know when a squirrel might bed
around the next corner to test your balance.
It’s summer & it’s hot.
I’m grateful for the physical ability I’ve
Being a yoga instructor, words like
gained through regular strength exercise
Downward Dog or Up Dog are familiar terms and yoga to handle my hounds.
and part of my daily practice. But ‘Dog
Days’ are every day for me and are very
So, while it’s so hot outside, consider joining
much a part of my life. I have volunteered in me during the Dog Days of summer for my
Dog Rescue for over 35 years. And it’s not Sit & Get Fit class at 3pm, Monday through
just any Dog Rescue, it’s Irish Wolfhound
Wednesday at The Point. It’s been fun
Rescue. The Irish Wolfhound is a sight
having a few four-legged companions join
hound and is considered a giant breed dog, their owners during class. Our furry
one of the largest in the world. Presently,
companions are known to help us combat
our household includes five of these
stress through difficult times, lower blood
magnificent and noble hounds.
pressure and help us maintain a positive
attitude. Dogs are a great reason to get out
I advocate for the breed and place rescue
and exercise, meet new people and bring a
hounds in loving forever homes. You’ll find smile to your face.
my name on the Irish Wolfhound Club of
America’s website where I’m the contact for
the state of Texas. I’m also active in the
regional group, South Central Irish
Wolfhound Club. Throughout the state,
members of the club are involved in a
variety of dog activities including therapy,
coursing, confirmation, agility and
obedience.
Owners and hounds get together at festivals
to share knowledge and information with the
public and allow those interested to get up
close and personal with their furry faces.
Known as the Gentle Giant, male hounds
can weigh between 140-180 pounds and
measure 30-38” at the shoulder. Although
they can be couch potatoes, they need good
nutrition and exercise, just like us. So,
every day is a dog day for me, enjoying the
hounds. At home, it can be a challenge to
practice yoga on my mat without a
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Resident Birthdays

August Team Birthdays

Total Hearing provides complimentary 2nd Thursday of every month
hearing aid cleanings and hearing
2:00pm – 4:00pm at The CCY Clinic
screenings. There will be a charge
OR
for wax removal and for purchasing
hearing aids.
4th Tuesday of every month
3:00pm – 5:00pm at The Point

Book Your Appointment by calling: Total Hearing 214-987-4114.

Wednesday, August 10 at 4:00pm
at The Point

Led by Elena Jeffus

